
Unique
Smootis
opens and  
dampens



Smootis is a mechanism for handleless opening with soft 
closing for doors on classic hinges. It doesn't need elec-
tricity, it doesn't need hinges with soft closing, it takes 
care of itself. With its help, you can easily open kitchen 
doors, cabinets in the living room, bedroom, bathroom 
and anywhere else, and then they close quietly by them-
selves. The quality of Smootis is proven by TÜV, SGS, 
UKAS certification guaranteeing 60,000 opening and 
closing cycles coupled with an unexpectedly good price. 
Install them in your customers' furniture and you'll have 
peace of mind.
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Dark grey
code model description

506459 light for doors weighing 4–6 kg with 2 hinges with spring.
506460 standard for doors weighing 12–17 kg with 4 hinges with spring.
506461 heavy for doors weighing 17–22 kg with 5 hinges with spring.

• The door is opened by pushing on its surface, optimally as close as 
possible to the mechanism.

• The same mechanism will dampen the movement of the door when it is 
closed.

• For the best possible lowering, the extension of the closed mechanism can 
be adjusted by +5 mm.

• Easy installation with 4 screws.
• We recommend installing as close to the centre of the door as possible at 

a distance of:
- for cabinet body up to 450 mm wide – as far as possible from the 

cabinet body wall with hinges,
- for cabinet body width greater than 450 mm (max. 600 mm) = 450 mm 

from the cabinet body wall with hinges. 
• The mechanism is then covered with a cover for a clean look.
• Thanks to its dimensions, it does not take up much space in the cabinet.
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Light grey
code model description

506462 light for doors weighing 4–6 kg with 2 hinges with spring.
506463 standard for doors weighing 12–17 kg with 4 hinges with spring.
506464 heavy for doors weighing 17–22 kg with 5 hinges with spring.

White
code model description

513983 light for doors weighing 4–6 kg with 2 hinges with spring.
513984 standard for doors weighing 12–17 kg with 4 hinges with spring.
513985 heavy for doors weighing 17–22 kg with 5 hinges with spring.

312345 Item in stock 12345 Item on demand

https://www.demos24plus.com/product/506459
https://www.demos24plus.com/product/506460
https://www.demos24plus.com/product/506461
https://www.demos24plus.com/product/506462
https://www.demos24plus.com/product/506463
https://www.demos24plus.com/product/506464
https://www.demos24plus.com/product/513983
https://www.demos24plus.com/product/513984
https://www.demos24plus.com/product/513985
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